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Abstract

An open system can be modeled as a two-player game between the system and its
environment. At each round of the game, player 1 (the system) and player 2 (the
environment) independently and simultaneously choose moves, and the two choices
determine the next state of the game. Properties of open systems can be modeled
as objectives of these two-player games. For the basic objective of reachability —can
player 1 reach a given set of target states?— there are three types of winning states,
according to the degree of certainty with which player 1 can reach the target. From
type-1 states, player 1 has a deterministic strategy to always reach the target. From
type-2 states, player 1 has a randomized strategy to reach the target with probability 1.
From type-3 states, player 1 has for every real e > 0 a randomized strategy to reach
the target with probability greater than I —e.

We show that for finite state spaces, all three sets of winning states can be computed in
polynomial time: type-1 states in linear time, and type-2 and type-3 states in quadratic
time. The algorithms to compute the three sets of winning states also enable the
construction of the winning and spoiling strategies. Finally, we apply our results by
introducing a temporal logic in which all three kinds of winning conditions can be speci
fied, and which can be model checked in polynomial time. This logic, called randomized
ATL, is suitable for reasoning about randomized behavior in open (two-agent) as well
as multi-agent systems.
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1 Introduction

One of the central problems in system verification is the reachability question: given an
initial state s and a target state t, can the system get from s to t? The dynamics of a closed
system, which does not interact with its environment, can be modeled by a state-transition
graph, and the reachability question reduces to graph reachability, which can be solved in
linear time and is complete for Nlogspace [Jon75]. By contrast, the djmamics of an open
system, which does interact with its environment, is best modeled as a game between the
system and the environment.

In some situations, it may suffice to have the system and the environment take turns
to make moves, yielding a turn-based model. In this case, the game graph is an And-Or
graph. A (deterministic) strategy for the And player maps every path that ends in an And
state to a successor state, and similarly for the Or player. Thus the reachability question
(can the system get from s to / no matter what the environment does?) reduces to And-Or
graph reachability (does the Or player have a strategy so that for all strategies of the And
player, the game, if started in 5, reaches t?). This problem can again be solved in linear
time and is complete for Ptime [ImmSl]. With respect to And-Or graph reachability,
randomized strategies are no more powerful than deterministic strategies. A randomized
strategy for the And player maps every path that ends in an And state to a probability
distribution on the successor states, and similarly for the Or player. It can be seen that
the reachability question has the same answer as the probabilistic question "does the Or
player have a randomized strategy so that for all randomized strategies of the And player,
the game, if started in 5, reaches t with probability 1?".

The turn-based model is naive, because in realistic concurrency models. In each state,
the system and the environment independently choose moves, and the paraUel execution
of the moves determines the next state. Such a simultaneous game is a natural model
for synchronous systems where the moves are chosen truly simultaneously, as well as for
distributed systems in which the moves are not revealed until their combinedeffect(the state
transition) is apparent. In particular, the modeling of synchronization between processes
often requires the consideration of simultaneous games.

The simultaneous case is more general than the turn-based one, and deterministic strate
gies no longer teU the whole story about the reachability question. The fact that random
ized strategies can be more powerful than deterministic ones is illustrated by the game
LEFT-OR-RIGHT, depicted in Figure 1. Initially, the game is at state Uhrow At each round,
player 1 can choose to throw a snowball either at the left window (move throwL) or at the
right window (move throwR). Independently and simidtaneously, player 2 must choose to
stand behind either the left window (move standL) or the right window (move standR). If
the snowball hits player 2, the game proceeds to the target state thit; otherwise, another
round of the game is played from tthrow

For each move of player 1, player 2 has a countermeasure. If we consider only deter
ministic strategies, then for every strategy of player 1, there is (exactly one) strategy of
player 2 such that tiut is never reached. Hence, if we base our definitions on deterministic
strategies, we obtain to answer No to the reachability question. The situation of player 2,
however, is not nearly as safe as this negative answer implies. If player 1 chooses at each
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Figure 1: Game left-or-right.

round the window at which to throw the snowball by tossing a coin, then player 2 will be
hit with probability 1, regardless of her strategy.

The coin-tossing criterion used by player 1 to select the move is an example of ran
domized strategy, and the game illustrates the value of randomized strategies for winning
reachability games. If player 1 adopts a deterministic strategy, the moves he plays during
the game are completely determined by the history of the game, which is visible also to
player 2. Once player 1 has chosen a deterministic strategy,player 2 can choose her strategy
to counteract everymove of player 1, as if she were able seeit before choosing her ownmove.
Randomized strategies postpone the choice of the move until the game is being played, pre
cluding this type of spying behavior. Another way of thinking about randomized strategies
is through the concept of initial randomization. The choice of a randomized strategy is
equivalent to the choice of a probability distribution over the set of deterministic strategies
[Der70]. By choosing such a distribution, rather than a single strategy, player 1 prevents
player 2 from tailoring her strategy to counteract the strategy chosen by player 1. The
greater power of randomized strategies is a well-known fact in game theory, and it has its
roots in von Neumann's minimax theorem [vN28].

Once we consider randomized strategies, we can answer the reachability question with
three kinds of affirmative answers. The first kind of answer is the answer SURE:

Player 1 has a strategy so that for all strategies of player 2, the game, if started
in s, always reaches t.

To establish this type of answer, it suffices to consider deterministic strategies only. The
second, weaker kind of answer is the answer Almost-Sure:

Player 1 has a strategy so that for all strategies of player 2, the game, if started
in s, reaches t with probability 1.

To establish this type of answer, it is necessary to consider randomized strategies, as previ
ously discussed. The third, yet weaker kind of answer is the answer Limit-Sure:

For every real £ > 0, player 1 has a strategy so that for all strategies of player 2,
the game, if started in s, reaches t with probability greater than 1 —e.

The three kinds of answers form a proper hierarchy, in the sense that there are cases in
which Almost-Sure reachability holds whereas Sure reachability does not, and cases in
which Limit-Sure reachability holds whereas Almost-Sure reachability does not hold.
Note that the second gap does not appear in reachability problems over Markov chains.
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Figure 2: Game hide-or-run.

or Markov decision processes [KSK66, BT91]. While the game left-or-right witnesses
the first gap, the second gap is witnessed by the game hide-or-run, adapted from [KS81]
and depicted in Figure 2. The target state is sind the interesting part of the game
happens at state Sh/de- At this state, player 1 is hiding behind a small hill, while player 2
is trying to hit him with a snowball. Player 1 can choose between hiding or running, and
player 2 can choose between waiting and throwing her only snowball. If player 1 runs and
player 2 throws the snowball, then player 2 is hit, and the game proceeds to state
If player 1 runs and player 2 waits, then player 1 gets home, and the game proceeds to
state Shome- If player 1 hides and player 2 throws the snowball, then player 1 is no more in
danger, and the game proceeds to state Ssafe* Finally, if player 1 hides and player 2 waits,
the game stays at Sbide-

In this game, from state Shide player 1 does not have a strategy (randomized or deter
ministic) that ensures reaching Shome with probability 1: in order to reach home regardless
of the strategy of player 2, player 1 may have to take a chance and run while player 2 is
still in possession of the snowball. On the other hand, by choosing an appropriate strategy,
player 1 can be sure of reaching Shome with probability arbitrarily close to 1 [KS81]. In
fact, if player 1 runs with very small probability at each round, it becomes very difficult
for player 2 to time her snowball to coincide with the running of player 1 —and a badly
timed snowball enables player 1 to reach sjjome- Thus, if player 1 runs at each round with
probability p, when p goes to 0, he is able to reach Shome with probability approaching 1.
Hence, the answer to the reachability question is Limit-Sure but not Almost-Sure.

In this paper, we consider simultaneous reachability games, and we consider strategies
for the players that can be both randomized and history-dependent. The game itself can
be either deterministic, if the current state and the players' moves uniquely determine the
successor state, or probabilistic, if the current state and the players' moves determine a
probability distribution on the successor state.

The contributions of this paper are as follows. First, we provide efficient algorithms
that, given a finite simultaneous game and a set of target states, determine the set of
initial states for which the answer to the reachability question is Sure, Almost-Sure, and
Limit-Sure. The set from which the answer is Sure can be determined in linear time using
the methods of [AHK97]. By contrast, the sets corresponding to answers Almost-Sure
and Limit-Sure require quadratic time. All three algorithms are formulated as nested
fixed-point computations, and can be implemented using symbolic state-space traversal
methods [BCM-f92]. Our algorithms canalso be used to compute the set ofstates ofa finite-
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state discrete-time pursuit-evasion game from which the pursuer can catch the evader with
Sure, Almost-Sure, and Limit-Sure confidence [Isa65]. Our algorithms also enable the
effective construction of winning strategies for player 1, and spoiling strategies for player 2,
for the three types of answers.

Polynomial-time algorithms for the reachability problem are known for turn-based
games [Yan98], as well as for one-player games such as Markov decision processes
[HSP83, Var85, CY88, dA97]. Moreover, by associating rewards to the transitions that
lead to the target set, or to the states in the target set, our reachability questions can be
phrased as questions about the total reward or the average reward of stochastic games. This
observation yields successive approximation methods for the computation of the maximal
probability of reaching the target [TV87, FV97]. A review of the classes of gamesfor which
polynomial-time algorithms are known is presented in Section 2.4.

Second, we characterize the three kinds of reachability in terms of the time (i.e., the
number of rounds) required to reach the target state, and in terms of the types of winning
and spoiling strategies available to the two players. In particular, while the time to target
is bounded if the answer to the reachability question is SURE, only the expected time to
target can be bounded if the answer is Almost-Sure but not Sure. If the answer is
Limit-Sure but not Almost-Sure, neither the time to target nor the expected time to
target are bounded. We also prove prove that the spoiling strategies for Almost-Sure
reachability must in general have infinite memory, in contrast with the common situation
for Markov decision processes [Der70, HSP83, Var85, BT91] and for limit-sure reachability
[KS81, Sec97].

Third, we introduce a temporal logic for the specification of open systems, which can
be used both for two-agent systems (system vs. environment) and for more general, multi-
agent systems. The logic, called randomized ATL (RATL), is an extension of the logic ATL
of [AHK97]. Both logics let us specify that a set of agents has strategies to ensure that
the paths of the global system satisfy given temporal properties. The logic ATL follows the
pragmatic approach of considering only deterministic strategies, with the motivation that
deterministic controllers are easier to implement than randomized ones. The semantics of
ATL is defined on the basis of the Sure answer for reachability questions. The logic RATL
considers instead the general class of randomized strategies, and it distinguishes between
three kinds of satisfaction for path properties: sure satisfaction (as in ATL), almost-sure
satisfaction, and limit-sure satisfaction. The proper hierarchy between the Sure, Almost-
Sure and Limit-Sure answers to the reachability question implies a proper hierarchy for
the three kinds of satisfaction. We show that this hierarchy collapses in the special case of
safety properties, such as invariance. Our algorithms for solving the reachability question
for simultaneous games lead to a symbolic, quadratic-time model-checking algorithm for
RATL.



2 Reachability Games

For a jinite set A, a probability distribution on A is a function p : A [0,1] such that

J2aeAP{^) = We denote the set of probability distributions on A by 2?(A). Given a
distribution p 6 X^(A), we denote by Supp(p) = {x € A | p(x) > 0} the support of p.

A (two-player) pome structure G = (5, Moves,ri,r2,p) consists of the following com
ponents:

• A finite state space 5.

• A finite set Moves of moves.

• Two move assignments ri,r2 : S \ For i € {lj2}, assignment F,-
associates with each state s € S the non-empty set ri(s) C Moves of moves available
to player i at state s. For technical convenience, we assume that r,(s) fi rj(t) = 0
unless i = j and s = t, for all € {1,2} and s,t e 5.

• A probabilistic transition function p: S x Moves x Moves »-> 2^(5), which associates
with every state s € 5 and moves ai € ri(5) and 02 € r2(s) a probability distribution
p(s, 01,02) € 'D{S) for the successor state.

At every state s € 5, player 1 chooses a move oi e ri(s), and simultaneously and indepen
dently player 2 chooses a move 02 € r2(s). The game then proceeds to the successor state
t with probability p(s,oi,02)(t), for all t € S. For all states s € S and moves oi 6 ri(s)
and 02 G r2(5), we indicate by

^(5,01,^2) = Supp(p(s, 01,02))

the set of possible successors of 5 when moves oi, 02 are selected. A path of G is an infinite
sequence s = sq, ^1,52,... ofstates in S such that for all A; > 0, thereare moves o{ Gri(5fc)
and 02 Gr2(5jk) such that Sk+i G^(5^,01,02). We denote by ft the set of all paths.

A reachability game (or game^ for short) Q = ((5", Moves, Fi, r2,p), R) consistsof a game
structure G and a set iZ C 5 of target states; the set R itself is called the target set The
goal of player 1 in the game Q is to reach a state in the target set R, and the goal of player 2
is to prevent this. Thus, a reachability game is a special case of a recursive game, in which
all absorbing states are equivalent from the point of view of the reward [Eve57, Sec97]. In
the following, we consider a game Q = ((5, Moves,Fi,F2,p),^), unless otherwise noted.

To simplify the presentation of the results, we assume that the target set R is absorbing;
that is, we assume that for every state s € R and for all moves ai G Fi(s) and 02 G F2(5),
we have ^(5,01,02) C R. If is not absorbing, it is trivial to obtain an equivalent game
with an absorbing target set.

We define the size of the game Q to be equal to the number of entries of the transition
function p: specifically,

1^1 = X! £ S •
sGS oi€ri(a) ci2€r2(s)

Note that this definition of size assumes that each transition probability can be represented
in a constant amount of space. Note also that this definition of size is not affected by our
assumption that the moves available to different players or at different states are distinct.



Special classes of reachability games. We distinguish the following subclasses of game
structures (and, accordingly, of games):

• A gamestructure G is deterministic if |^(s, 01,02)! = 1 forall s € 5 and all oi € ri(s),
02 € 12(5). Toemphasize the fact that in the general casep yields a probabilitydistri
bution, rather than a single state, we refer to general game structures as probabilistic
game structures.

• A game structure G is turn-based if at every state at most one player can chooseamong
multiple moves; that is, for every state s 6 5 there exists at most one i 6 {1,2} with
|r.(^)| > 1.

A game structure G is one-player if one of the two players has only one possible move
at every state, i.e. if for some i 6 {1,2} we have |r,(s)| = 1 at all s G 5.

2.1 Strategies

A strategyfor player i 6 {1,2} is a mapping tt,- : S'^ V{Moves) that associates with every
nonempty finite sequence a £ oi states, representing the past history of the game, a
probability distribution 7ri(o") used to select the next move. Thus, the choice of the next
move can be history-dependent and randomized. The strategy tt,- can prescribe only moves
that are available to player i; that is, for aU sequences <7 6 5* and states s 6 5, we require
that Supp(7r,(<7s)) C ri(s). We denote by IT,- the set of all strategies for player i € {1,2}.

Given a state 5 6 5 and two strategies wi 6 IIi and 772 6 112, we define Paths(s^ tti, 772) C
n to be the set of paths that can be followed by the game, when the game starts from s and
the players use the strategies 771 and 772. Formally, 5o,5i,52,... 6 Poih5(s,771,772) if 5o = 5
and if for all A; > 0 there exist moves a{ 6 ri(sfc) and a^ € r2(5jt) such that

77i (so,..., 5fc)(af) > 0, 772(So,...,Sfc)(4) > 0, «! ,G2)(«fc+l) > 0-

Once the starting state s and the strategies tti and 772 for the two players have been chosen,
the game is reduced to an ordinary stochastic process. Hence, the probabilities of events are
uniquely defined, where an event A C ft is a measurable set of paths^. For an event «4 C ft,
we denote by PrJ^'"2(A) the probability that a path belongs to A when the game starts
from 5 and the players use the strategies 77i and 772. Similarly, for a measurable function /
that associates a number in IRU{00} with each path, we denote by the expected
value of / when the game starts from s and the strategies ici and 772 are used. For A: > 0,
we also let A'jt be the random variable denoting the A;-th state along a path. Formally,
Xk: ft 5 is the (measurable) function that associates with each path s = 5o,5i,52,...
the state Sjt. Given a subset U C S of states, we denote the event of reaching U by

(Of/) = {50,5i, 52,... € ft I 3A;. Sfc 6 £/} ,

and we denote the random time of first passage in U by Tot; = min{Ar | Xfc 6 f/}.

^To be precise, we should define events as measurable sets of paths sharing the same initinl state, and
we should replace our events with families of events, indexed by their initial state [KSK66]. However, our
(slightly) improper definition leads to more concise notation.



Types of strategies. We distinguish the following types of strategies:

• A strategy tt is deterministic if for all a € 5"^ there exists a G Moves such that
7r((T)(a) = 1. Thus, deterministic strategies are equivalent to functions S Moves.

• A strategy tt is counting if 7r(cri5) = 7r(a2s) for all s G 5 and all (7i,<T2 G S* with
|(7i| = |(72|; that is, the strategy depends only on the current state and the number of
past rounds of the game.

• A strategy ?r is finite-memory if the distribution chosen at every state s G 5 depends
only on s itself, and on a finite number of bits of information about the past history
of the game.

• A strategy tt is memoryless if 7r(<Ts) = 7r(s) for all s G5 and all cr G5"^.

2.2 Classification of Winning States

A winning state of game ^ is a state from which player 1 can reach the target set R with
probability arbitrarily close to 1. We distinguish three classes of winning states: 0

• The dass Sure{R) of sure-reachability states consists of the states from which player 1
has a strategy to reach R:

Sure(R) = G5| Btti GIIi .V7r2 G1X2 .Paths{SyTri,'K2) Q(^^)} •

• The class Almost{R) of almost-sure-reachability states consists of the states fromwhich
player 1 has a strategy to reach R with probability 1:

Almost(R) =|s G5" IBtti GHi .V7r2 G1X2 .PrJ '̂̂ ^(Oi2) =l} •

• The class Limit(R) of limit-sure-reachability states consists of the states such that for
every real c > 0, player 1 has a strategy to reach R with probability at least 1 —e:

Limit(R) =js G5| sup inf PrJ '̂'̂ 2(OiZ) =l| •
iriClli '̂ 26112

Clearly, Sure{R) C Almost{R) C Limit{R). There are games for which both inclusions are
strict. The strictness of the inclusion Sure(R) C Almost(R) follows from the well-known fact
that randomized strategies are more powerful than deterministic strategies [vN28, B082],
and is witnessed by the state tthrow of the game left-or-right. The strictness of the
inclusion Almost(R) C Limit{R) is witnessed by the state Shide of the game HIDE-OR-
RUN [KS81].



Winning and spoiling strategies. The winning strategies of a reachability game are
the strategies that enable player 1 to win the game whenever possible. We define three
types of winning strategies, corresponding to the three classes of winning states:

• A winning strategy for sure reachability is a strategy tti for player 1 such that, for all
states s e Sure{R) and all strategies 1^2 ofplayer 2, we have Pathsis^iru T2) C{OR).

• A winning strategy for almost-sure reachability is a strategy tti for player 1 such that
for all states s 6 Almost{R) and all strategies ttjofplayer 2,we have {OR) = 1.

• A winning strategy family for limit-sure reachability is a family {ti(£) | e > 0} of
strategies for player 1 such that for all reals £ > 0, all states s € Limit{R)^ and all
strategies 1^2 of player 2, we have > 1 —£.

The spoiling strategies of a reachability game are the strategies that enable player 2 to
prevent player 1 from winning the game whenever it cannot be won. Again, we distinguish
three types of spoiling strategies:

• A spoiling strategy for sure reachability is a strategy 1^2 for player 2 such that, for all
states s ^ Sure{R) and all strategies tti ofplayer 1,we have Pat/is(s, 7ri,7r2) g {OR).

• A spoiling strategy for almost-sure reachability is a strategy Tr2 for player 2 such that
for all statess ^ Almost{R) and all strategies tti ofplayer 1,we have 'Pt^ '̂̂ ^{OR) < 1.

• A spoiling strategy for limit-sure reachability is a strategy 7r2 for player 2 such that
there exists a real q > 0 such that for all states s ^ Limit{R) and all strategies ttj of
player 1, we have PrJ^''^^(Oi2) < I - q.

We will show that for aU three types of reachability, winning and spoiling strategies always
exist.

2.3 Time to Reachability

For a state s e S and an integer t > 0, we say that the timefrom s to target R is bounded
by t if there exists a strategy tti for player 1 such that for all strategies 1^2 of player 2,
snp{T0fi{s) I s £ Pai/is(s,7ri,7r2)} < t. If the time from s to P is not bounded by any
integer t, we say that the time from s to R is unbounded. We say that the expected time
from s to R is bounded if there exists a strategy xi for player 1 such that for all strategies
7r2 of player 2, we have ^ {Toil} < 00. Given a subset U C S of states, we generalize
these definitions to U: the time (or the expected time) to R is bounded from U iff it is
bounded from all s 6 ?/.

2.4 Previous Results on Reachability Games

Since Sure reachability can be studied by considering deterministic strategies only, the
algorithms of [AHK97] enable the computation of the set Sure{R) in linear time in the
size of the game. Algorithms to compute the sets Almost{R) and Limit{R) are known
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for one-player games (or Markov decision processes) and turn-based games. Moreover,
the maximal probability of winning a general reachability game can be computed using
successive approximation methods [FV97].

For every state s € 5, denote the maximal probability of reaching the target by

p+(5) = sup inf •
iri€ni *26112

Clearly, s € Limit(R) iffp"'"(s) = 1. Some ofthe resultsand algorithms areobtained through
the observation that ^"^(5) corresponds to the maximal average reward or to the maximal
total reward of stochastic games constructed from our reachability games. Stochastic games
associate with each s € 5 and each ui G ri(s) and 02 € r2('S), a reward r(s,01,02) € IR.
For every s € 5, the (undiscounted) average value Vavg{s) and the (undiscounted) total
value vtot(s) of the game at s are defined by:

=8UP inf liminf^2.
7ri€nj*2€n2 n-^oo n

^ri€ni*2€n2 n^oo ^

where FjJ is the random variable denoting the A:-th move played by player i, with k>0 and
i € {1,2}. Consider a reachability game Q= (G^R). If we let

(1 ifseR
r(s,oi,02)=^ . (1)

L 0 otherwise

for all 5 € and oi G ri(s), 02 G r2(5), then the average value of the stochastic game is
equal to the maximal probability of reaching the target, or UavpC^) = p^is) for all s GiS". If
we let

, I 23p(«'Oi>O2)(0 ifa^R
J-(s,0i,02) = f

K0 otherwise

for all s G 5 and oi G ri(s), 02 G r2(5), then on S \ R the total value of the stochastic
game is equal to the maximal probability of reaching the target, or v^oK^) = P^i^) ^
s£ S\R.

2.4.1 One-Player Games

A one-player gameis equivalent to a Markov decision process [Der70], in which the controller
has as objective to maximize or minimize the probability of reaching the target set R.
Under the reward structure (1), the problem of computing the maximum and minimum
probability of reaching R is equivalent to the problem of computing the maximum and
minimum undiscounted average rewardsof the Markov decision process. This latter problem
can be solved in polynomial time by a reduction to linear programming, providing an
algorithm^ for the computation of set Limit(R) [Der70, Ber95]. The existence of optimal

^It is possible to obtain a polynomial-time algorithm for the computation of set Limit{R) also by con
sidering the reward structure (2) and the problem of computing the total reward of the Markov decision
process [Ber95].



strategies for the single player then implies Almost(R) = Limit{R), Additionally, it is
known that there are deterministic optimal strategies [Der70, Ber95].

We can obtain more efficient algorithms for our reachability questions on one-player
games as follows. If player 1 is the only player having non-singleton move sets, the problem
of computing Almost(R) is equivalent to the problem of computing the set of states of a
Markov decision process from which R can be reached with maximal probability equal to 1.
This problem can be solved using the algorithms described in [dA97]. If player 2 is the only
player having non-singleton move sets, the problem of computing Almost(R) is equivalent
to the problem of computing the set of states of a Markov decision process from which R
is reached with probability 1 under any strategy. This problem can be solved using the
algorithms of [HSP83, Var85, CY88].

2.4.2 Turn-based Games

Due to their simpler structure and their ability to model interleaving, turn-based games are
commonly considered in computer science and game theory (see for example [Fil81]).

Deterministic turn-based games. As we prove later, for deterministic turn-based
games the three typesofwinning states coincide: that is, Sure(R) = Almost{R) = Limit{R).
As mentioned earlier, the problemof computing 5ure(i2) is equivalent to the And-Or reach
ability problem, which can be solved in linear time and is completefor Ptime [ImmSl], The
existence of memoryless deterministic winning and spoiling strategies follows from an anal
ysis of the algorithms.

Deterministic turn-based reachability games have "0-1 laws"; that is, for all states s € 5
of a turn-based game,

sup inf e {0,1}. (3)
iriGlli ^2eTl2

This 0-1 law only applies to deterministic, turn-based games. As an example of a (non-
turn-based) deterministic game without a 0-1 law, consider a one-round version of the game
LEFT-OR-RIGHT. After the only round, the game moves from the state tthrow either to the
state tjiit or to the state tmissed- Then,

sup inf (0{twt}) = 5 •

In the case of general reward structures, [ZP96] showed that the average value of a deter
ministic turn-based game can be computed in pseudo-polynomial time.

Probabilistic turn-based games. In the case of probabilistic turn-based games, our
results indicate that Almost{R) = Limit{R). The set Almost{R) = Limit(R) can be com
puted in polynomial time [Yan98], and the problem of deciding which player has the greatest
probability of winning is in NP n co-NP [Con92]. Under the reward structure (1), proba
bilistic turn-based reachability games are a special case of switching-controller undiscounted
games. The algorithm of [VTRF83a] enables the computation of Vavg{s) = p'^(s) at all
s € 5, and hence the determination of Almost{R) = Limit{R). The algorithm may require
an exponential number of iterations to converge.
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Sure

Reachability

Almost-Sure

Reachability

Limit-Sure

Reachability

Complexity linear quadratic quadratic

Winning strategies
deterministic and

memoryless
memoryless memoryless

Spoiling strategies memoryless counting memoryless

Time to target bounded unbounded unbounded

Expected time
to target

bounded bounded unbounded

Table 1: Overview of results about sure, almost-sure, and limit-sure reachability.

2.4.3 General Reachability Games

For general reachability games, the existence of memoryless e-optimal strategies was shown
by [KS81, Sec97]. These results imply the existence of memoryless winning and spoiling
strategies for limit-sure reachability. The proofs of existence of these strategies do not
provide methods for the effective construction of winning and spoiling strategies.

The total reward of a stochastic game with non-negative rewards can be computed
using a successive approximation method [TV87, FV97]. Under the reward structure (2),
this method enables the computation of successive approximations for p'̂ {s) at all s € 5.
Used jointly with a convergence criterion for establishing whether a sequence of successive
approximations pjP^(^) converges to 1, this method could be used
to compute the set Limit{R). Such a convergence criterion has not been studied, to the
best of our knowledge.

2.5 Overview of Our Results

In Table 1 we present an overview of the main results on reachability games that are
presented in this paper. The first row lists the complexity of the algorithms for computing
the sets of winning states with respect to the three types of reachability. The second and
the third row list the types of winning and spoiling strategies available to the players. For
each type of reachability, welist the tightest class of strategies that surely contains at least
one such winning and spoiling strategy (according to the classification of Section 2.1). The
last two rows state whether the time to the target, and the expected time to the target,
are in general bounded on the sets of winning states. In the paper, we also present several
refinements of the results given in the table, corresponding to special classes of games. We
also show that, for games that are both deterministic and turn-based, we have

Limit{R) = Almost(R) = Sure(R)

while for turn-based (but not necessarily deterministic) games we have

Limit(R) = Almost{R) C Sure{R).
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3 Computing the Winning States

In this section we present three algorithms for computing, respectively, the three sets
Sure{R)y Almost{R)y and Limit{R). The correctness proofs for the algorithms, as well
as the proofs of the theorems presented in this section, will be given in Section 5.

3.1 Building Blocks for the Algorithms

A move subassignment 7 for player i € {1,2} is a mapping 7: 5 that associates
with each state s € 5 a subset 7(3) C ri(s) of moves. Weusemove subassignments to limit
the set of moves from which the players can choose when trying to accomplish a goal. We
denote by A,- the set of all move subassignments for player i.

The function Prei: 2^ x Ai x A2 2^ is defined by

Prci(t/,71,72) ={s €5 3ai €71(5) .Va2 €72W •̂ (5,01,^2) Q •

Intuitively, Prei((7,7i,72) is the set of states from which player 1 can be sureof entering U
in one round, regardless of the move chosen by player 2, given that player i chooses moves
only according to 7,-, for i € {1»2}. The function Pre2: 2^ x Ai x A2 »->• 2^ is defined in
a symmetrical way. The function Stayi : 2^ x Ai x A2 Ai is defined such that for all
states s € 5,

5<ayi(i7,7i,72)(s) ={ci G71(5) | Va2 €72(5) •̂ (5,01,02) Qf/}.
Note that if we regard both move subassignments as set of pairs in 5 x Moves^ then
5<ayi(f/,71,72) C 7i. Intuitively, 5tayi(t/,7i,72) is the largest move subassignment for
player 1 that guarantees that the game stays in U for at least one round, regardless of
the move chosen by player 2, given that player i chooses moves only according to 7,-, for
i € {1,2}. The function Stay2 : 2^ x Ai x A2 Ai is defined in a symmetrical way.

For t G{1,2}, the function 5a/e,-: 2^ x Ai x A2 2^ associates with each UC S and
each 7i C Ai, 72 C A2 the largest subset V C U such that Prei(F,7i,72) C V. Set V
represents the largest subset of U that player i can be sure of not leaving at any time in
the future, regardless of the moves chosen by the other player, given that player i chooses
moves only according to 7,-, for i G{1,2}. This set can be computed in time linear in the
size of the game using the following well-known algorithm.

Algorithm 1
Input: Game structure Q, subset U C Sy two move sub-assignments 71 and 72 for players
1 and 2, and i G {1,2}.
Output: 5a/e,(C/,71,72).

Initialization: Let Vq = U.
Repeat For A: > 0, let Vk+i = Vjt 0 Prc,(V]t,71,72).
Until Vjt+i = Vk.
Return: Vk-
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A naive application of this algorithm runs in time quadratic in the size of the game.
However, using an appropriate data structure, as suggested in [Bee80, CS91], it can be
implemented to run in linear time. The algorithm can also be implemented symbolically as
a nested fixed-point iteration.

3.2 Sure-Reachability States

The set Sure(R) satisfies the fixed-point characterization given by the following theorem.

Theorem 1 Sure{R) is equal to the smallest subset U C S such that R C U and
Prei(U,Ti,T2)CU.

The set Sure(R) can be computed using the following algorithm.

Algorithm 2
Input: Reachability game G = {G,R).
Output: Sure-reachability set Sure{R).

Initialization: Let Uq = R.
Repeat For fc > 0, let Uk+i = Uk^ Prei(U,Ti,T2)'
Until Uk+i = Uk-
Return: Uk'

The algorithm can be implemented to run in time linear in the size of the game [AHK97].
The algorithm can also be implemented symbolically as a fixed-point computation. The
theorem below summarizes some basic facts about the set Sure{R),

Theorem 2 For every reachability game with target set R:

1. Algorithm 2 computes set Sure{R). The algorithm can be implemented to run in time
linear in the size of the game.

2. Player 1 has a memoryless deterministic winning strategy for sure reachability.

3. Player 2 has a memoryless spoiling strategy for sure reachability. This spoiling strategy
cannot in general be deterministic.

4. For every state s G5«re(jR), the time from s to R is bounded by the size of the state
space.

Theorem 2(2) indicates that the consideration of deterministic strategies only is appro
priate for the logic ATL, whose semantics is based on sure reachability [AHK97]. For deter
ministicgames, the existence of a memoryless deterministic winning strategy for almost-sure
or limit-sure reachability indicates that these two notions of reachability coincide with sure
reachability. This result can be interpreted as a converse of Theorem 2(2).
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Theorem 3 Consider a deterministic reachability game with target set R.

1. If player 1 has a memoryless deterministic strategy tt for almost'sure reachability,
then Sure(R) = Almost{R), and is also a winning strategy for sure reachability.

2. If player 1 has a family ofdeterministic winning strategies for limit-sure reachability,
then Sure(R) = Limit{R) = Almost{R).

If the game is both deterministic and turn-based, then it is possible to strengthen Theo
rem 2(3), obtaining the 0-1 law (3).

Theorem 4 If a reachability game with target set R is both deterministic and turn-based,
then player 2 has a deterministic spoiling strategy ir2 such that Prp*'̂ 2(0-R) = 0 for all
strategies tti 6 IIi for player 1 and all states s ^ Sure(R).

As an immediate corollary, we obtain the equivalence of the three reachability criteria for
deterministic turn-based games.

Corollary 1 If a reachability game with target set R is both deterministic and turn-based,
then Sure{R) = Almost(R) = Limit{R).

The following theorem provides us with winning and spoiling strategiesfor sure reachability.

Theorem 5 Given a reachability game Q = {G,R), we can compute winning and spoiling
strategies for sure reachability as follows:

1. Assume that Algorithm 2 terminates at iteration m, and let Uq, ..., Um be the sets of
states computed during the execution of the algorithm.

Define h : Um\R*-^^ by h{s) = min{j e {1,..m} | s € Uj} for each s £ Um\R)
and define 7 : Um \R*-^ Moves such that, for all states s € Um \ R) have

7(5) = Stayi(Uh{3)-i,Ti,T2)(s) .

Let TTj be a memoryless deterministic strategy for player 1 that at all s € Um \ R
deterministically chooses a move from y{s) (note that 7(5) / 0j. At other states, ttJ
is defined arbitrarily. Then, ttj is a winning strategyfor sure reachability.

2. Let ttJ be the memoryless strategy for player 2 that at every s ^ S chooses a move
from 12(5) uniformly at random. Then, ttj is a spoiling strategy for sure reachability.

3.3 Almost-Sure-Reachability States

Given a subset U C S of states, denote by 0i = Stayi{U,Ti,T2) the move sub-assignment
for player 1 that guarantees remaining in U for one round (note that it may be 9i (s) = 0
for some s e S). The set Almost(R) satisfies the fixed-point characterization given by the
following theorem.
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Theorem 6 Almost{R) is equal to the largest subset U C S such that:

Safei(U,Ti,T2) = U, Safe^(U \ R,e^,1^) = 9 . (4)

The set Almost{R) can be computed using the following algorithm. The algorithm has
running time quadratic in the size of the game, and it can be implemented symbolically as
a nested fixed-point computation.

Algorithm 3
Input: Reachability game G = (G,i2).
Output: Almost-sure-reachability set Almost{R).

Initialization: Let i/o = •?? 7o = Ti-
Repeat For k>0, let

Ck = Safe2(Uk\R,tk,T2),

Uk+i = Safei(Uk\Ck,'rk,T2),

7A+1 = Stayi(Uk+i,'Kk,'^2) •

Until Uk+i = Uk-
Return: Uk-

The algorithm can be understood as follows. The set Co is the largest subset of 5 \ to
which player 2 can confine the game. Player 1 must avoid entering Co at ah costs: if Co is
entered with positive probability, R wiU not be reached with probability 1. The set Ui is the
largest set of states from which player 1 can avoid entering Co. The move subassignment
7i then associateswith each state the set of moves that player 1 can select in order to avoid
leaving Ui. Since 71 C Fi, by choosing only moves from 71, player 1 may lose some of the
ability to resist confinement. The set Ci is the largest subset of l/i \ iZ to which player 2
can confine the game, under the assumption that player 1 uses only moves from 71. The
set U2 is then the largest subset of U\ from which player 1 can avoid entering Ci, and the
subassignment 72 C 71 guarantees that player 1 never leaves U2. The computation of Cjt,
Uk+i, and 7fc+i, for A; > 0, continues in this way, until we reach m > 0 such that:

• if player 1 chooses moves only from 7m, the game will never leave Um]

• player 2 cannot confine the game to Um\ R^ even if player 1 chooses moves only
from 7m.

At this point, we have Um = Almost{R).

Theorem 7 For every reachability game with target set R:

1. Algorithm 3 computes the set Almost{R). The algorithm can be implemented to run
in time quadratic in the size of the game.
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2. (a) Player 1 has a memoryless winning strategy for almost-sure reachability.
(b) This winning strategy cannot in general be deterministic.

3. (a) Flayer 2 has a counting spoiling strategy for almost-sure reachability.
(b) This spoiling strategy cannot in general be deterministic, norfinite-memory.

4. For every state s GAlmost{R), the expected time from s to target R is bounded.

Results 1,2, and 3a follow from the correctness proofofofAlgorithm 3, given in Section 5.2.
Result 3b is proved by an analysis of the game HIDE-OR-RUN, considering the strategies
available to the players at the state Shide i Almost{R). Result 4 thenfollows from result 2a,
and from results about the stochastic shortest-path problem [BT91]. Note also that

• For every state s ^ Sure{R), the time to R is unbounded, since not all paths reach R.

• For every state s ^ Almost{R), the expected time to R is unbounded, since R is
reached with probability always smaller than 1.

If the game is turn-based, then by analyzing the spoiling strategies forplayer 2 we can prove
that Almost{R) = Limit(R). Moreover, in turn-based games deterministic strategies are as
powerful as randomized ones.

Theorem 8 If a reachability game with target set R is turn-based, then:

1. Almost{R) = Limit(R).

2. There is a memoryless and deterministic strategy that is winning for both almost-sure
and limit-sure reachability, and there is a memoryless and deterministic strategy that
is spoilingfor both almost-sure and limit-sure reachability.

The following theorem provides us with winning strategies for almost-sure reachability.
The construction of spoiling strategies for almost-sure reachability is more involved, and is
presented in Section 5.2.

Theorem 9 Assume that Algorithm 3 terminates at iteration m, and let Uq, ..., Um
7i»-"57m the sequences of sets and move sub-assignments computed by the algorithm.
Let TTj be the memoryless strategy for player 1 that at each state s € Um chooses uniformly
at random a move in 7m(5), and at each state 5 € 5 \ Um ^ defined arbitrarily. Then ttJ" is
a winning strategy for almost-sure reachability.

3.4 Limit-Sure-Reachability States

In this section we describe an algorithm for the computation of limit-sure reachability states.
Given a reachability game,both Algorithm 3 for almost-sure reachability and the algorithm
for limit-sure reachability iteratively compute two sequences of sets Co, Ci, ..., Cm and
Uq, Ui, ..., Um- The difference between the two algorithms lies in the way the sets Cjt
are computed, for 0 < Ar < m: in Algorithm 3 for almost-sure reachability, these sets are
computed with respect to safe escape; in the algorithm for limit-sure reachability, they are
computed with respect to limit escape.
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3.4.1 Safe Escape

To illustrate the concept of safe escape, assume that Algorithm 3 terminates at iteration m,
after computing the sets Co, Ci,..., Cm and ...^Um- Each set C^, for 0 < A; < m,
is computed in two steps. First, the algorithm computes the sub-assignment

= Stay^{Uk,Ti,T2) ,

consisting of all the moves that enable player 1 to remain in Uk for one round. Then, to
compute

Ck = Safe2(Uk\R,e^\Ti) (5)
the algorithm sets Vq = Uk\ R, and for j > 0, it iteratively removes from Vj all-the states
s £Vj such that

5 ^ Pre2(Vj,7fc,r2). (6)

If (6) holds, so that state s is removed, it means that player 2 has no single move at s that
can keep the game in Vk for all moves in 7A:(5) of player 1. Hence, if player 1 plays at s all
moves of 7^(5) uniformly at random, he can leave Vj with positive probability, regardless
of the move chosen by player 2. Moreover, the escape from is safe: it involves no risk of
leaving Uk, since it is achieved using only the moves in 7^. We say that a state s as above
is safe-escape with respect to Vj and Uk-

We now define safe-escape states formally. Given a state s, two probability distributions
^1 € V(Ti{s)) and ^2 € X>(r2(s)), and a subset V of states, indicate by p(s,^i,^2)(V) the
one-round probability of going from s to V when players 1 and 2 select the moves according
to distributions and ^21 respectively. This probability can be computed as

p(5,6,C2)(V') = £ [^1(^1)^2(02)^(5,01,02X0] •
oi€ri(s) 02€r2(s) t&v

Given two subsets of states C and U such that C C U and a state s € C, we say that s is
safe-escape with respect to C and U iff there is a distribution ^1 € V{Ti{s)) such that:

inf p(«,?i,«2)(5\C)>0 (7)
6€i>(rj(»))

sup p(s,4i,f2)(5\f) = 0. (8)
^2€f(r2(s))

If we think of C as the set from which we must escape, and of S\U as a set where capture
occurs, then safe-escape states are the ones from which it is possible to escape with positive
one-round probability (bounded awayfrom 0), while incurring no risk of capture. From (7)
and (8) we can check that s is safe-escape with respect to C and U iff

3^Pre2{C,e'^,T2). (9)

From this characterization of safe-escape states, by comparison between (6) and (9) we see
that for each 1 < A: < m, the set Ck computed in (5) is the largest subset of Uk\R that
does not contain any safe-escape state with respect to Ck and Uk-
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3.4.2 Limit Escape

Safe escape is at the basis of the algorithm, for almost-sure reachability because, in order
to reach the target with probability 1, no risk, however small, can be taken. On the other
hand, if the goal is to reach the target with probability arbitrarily close to 1, as is the case
for limit reachability, then a small amount of risk of capture can be tolerated, provided the
ratio between the one-round probabilities of escape and capture can be made arbitrarily
high. We call this type of escape limit escape.

Before discussing limit escape in general, let us consider the situation of state Shide of
game hide-or-run. As we mentioned in the introduction, stjde € Limit[R) \ Almost{R)j
where R = {5j,ome} [KS81]. If we consider the execution of Algorithm 3 on game hide-
or-run, we see that Co = Ci = {sbide}, and Ui = {5hide?5safe»5home}- While
player 1 cannot escape from Cq, he can escape from Ci and reach Shome with arbitrarily high
probability by being "patient enough'' and playingmove run with sufficiently low probability
at each round. Precisely, for every 0 < e < 1, define the distribution ^i[e] e V(Ti{s)) by:

^i[£](run) = £, ^i[£]{hide) = 1 - £ . (10)

By using distribution ^i[£] and letting £ 0, player 1 can make the ratio between the
probability of escape from Ci and the probability of capture in S\Ui diverge: in fact,

M "•-"t"-" (II,
e-^0 42GP(r2(s)) p{s,^i[£],i2)(S\Ui) e-^0 0<q<l £q

= hm = 00 .
e-+0 £

The divergence of the ratio between the one-round probability of escape and the one-round
probability of capture enables player 1 to eventually escape with probability arbitrarily close
to 1. To verify this, let 7ri[£] be the memoryless strategy for player 1 that uses distribution
^i[£] at state Shide- Once 7ri[£] is fixed, results on Markov decision processes ensure that the
optimal strategy for player 2 to avoid reaching R is memoryless (and also deterministic)
[Der70, Ber95]. Hence, simple calculations show that [KS81]:

so that

sup inf PrJ^lj '̂̂ COishome}) = lim(l - £) =1•
fiGlIi ^26112 e—*0

In the general case, limit escape is defined as follows. Consider two sets of states C and
U such that C CU, and a state s £ C. We say that s is limit-escape with respect to C and
um

i„f - on

p(s,6,6)(5\t/) • ^ '
Comparing this definition with (11), we see that state sude is limit-escape with respect to
Oi —{Shide} U'Ud Ui = {s/u'dej ^safey Shome}•
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The key idea to obtain an algorithm for limit-sure reachability is to replace safe escape
with limit escape in the computation of the various sets Cjb, for A: > 0. In the algorithm for
limit-sure reachability, for each k > 0 vfe compute Ck as the largest subset of Uk\R that
does not contain any limit-escape state with respect to Ck and 17jb. This intuition will be
justified by the correctness proof for the algorithm, presented in Section 5.3.

3.4.3 Computing Limit-Escape States

The following lemma provides an alternative characterization of limit-escape states, which
leads to an algorithm for their determination.

Lemma 1 Given a state s and two sets of states C and U, with s £ C Q U, let

El ={(a, 4) eFiW Xr2(«) I4(s, a, 4) gC}, (13)
E2 ={(4,0) €r2(5) Xr,(s) IS(s,a,b) g £/}, (14)

and let A C ri(s) and B C r2(s) he the least sets such that:

1. for all a € ri(s), if {b \ (6,a) € £2} C B, then a £ A;

2. for all h £ r2(5), if there is a £ A with (a, 6) £ Ei, then b £ B.

Then, s is limit-escape with respect to C and U iff B = T2{s).

From the lemma, we obtain the following algorithm for the determination of limit-escape
states.

Algorithm 4 (test for limit-escape states)
Input: Game structure G, two sets C QU Q S of states, and a state s £C.
Output: Yes if s is limit-escape with respect to C and V, No otherwise.

Initialization: Let B-\ = 0, and let Ei and E2 be defined as in (13) and (14).
Repeat For k>0, let

Ak ={a &ri(s) V6 £12(5). if {b,a) £E2 then 6£ J,
5ik = €r2(5) I3a €Ajk •(a^b) £EiJ-.

Until Ak+i = 'Ak and Bk+i = Bk-
Return: Yes if Bk = r2(s), No otherwise.

If the above algorithm returns an affirmative answer with input s, C, and U, we write
lim-esc(s, C, U) = Yes; similarly, we write lim-esc{s, C, 17) = No in case ofnegative answer.
The algorithm, andthe lemma, canbe understood as follows. First, we construct a bipartite
graph with setsofvertices ri(s) and r2(5) and setsofedges Ei and £2- Thesetsofvertices
correspond to the moves available to players 1 and 2 at s. There is an edge in Ei from
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throw 3

wait 3

Figure 3: Bipartite graph generated by Algorithm 4 for state sjude of game HIDE-OR-RUN,
with respect to C = {^hide} and U = {5fude»5safe5 5iiome}' The labels £(•) of the moves are
written above the corresponding vertices.

a g ri(s) to 6 € r2(5) if fl, 6 played together lead to an escape from C with positive
probability; there is an edge in E2 from b € r2(s) to a Gri(s) if fl,6 played together lead
outside i.e. to capture, with positive probability. The graph corresponding to state Shide
ofgame HiDE-OR-RUN, and sets C = {shide}^ U = {shide? We, ^home} is depicted in Figure 3.

Once the graph is constructed, we let Ao C ri(s) be the set of moves for player 1 that
are safe with respect to capture, i.e. that lead inside U regardless of the move played by
player 2. We let Bq be the set of moves for player 2 that, if played together with some
move in >lo, enable the escape from C with non-zero one-round probability (and zero risk
of capture). From this, we see by comparison with (6) and (9) that s is safe-escape with
respect to C and U iffBq = r2(5): we will later return to this point. The construction of
the sequences of sets .4o,.Ai,-42, ••• ^1,^2, ••• continues then as follows. At round
i > 0, we let .4,- C ri(s) be the set of moves for player 1 whose incoming edges all originate
from Bi-i. We then let Bi C r2(5) be the set of moves for player 2 that have at least one
incoming edge originating from Ai. The construction continues until, for some k > 0, no
more moves can be added to Ak and Bk-

We say that a move a 6 ri(s) has been labeled if a € Ak\ ifn hasbeen labeled we define
i(a) = min{i | a e Ai] to be its label Similarly, 6 G12(5) has been labeled if 6 GBk^ in
which case its label is £(b) = min{2 | 6 G Bi]. The algorithm declares state s limit-escape
w.r.t. U and C iffall the moves T2{s) for player 2 at s havebeenlabeled. The labeled graph
for state Sbide of game hide-or-RUN is depicted in Figure 3.

To understand why the algorithm is correct, assume first that s is declared limit-escape.
By definition, this means that all moves of player 2 at s have been labeled, implying that
also all moves of player 1 have been labeled. The labels of the moves for player 1 provide us
with an e-indexed family of distributions that make the ratio (12) diverge. Given 0 < £ <
l/(2|ri(s)|), let ^i[£] be the distribution that plays move a Gri(s) with probability if
£(a) > 0, and that plays all the moves in {a Gri(5) | £{a) = 0} uniformly at random with
the remaining probability. From Figure 3, we see that the distribution constructed in this
fashion for state siude of game hide-OR-RUN coincides with the one given in (10). To see
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that (12) holds, we show that

Urn inf = 00 • (15)
6€i>(r2(s)) \ U)

In fact, consider anymove b e r2(5) for player 2. Since 6is labeled, thereis a move a € ri(s)
labeled with i{a) = i{b) with an edge from a to b. Hence, playing 6 will cause to leave C
with one-round probability at least proportional to the probability with which a is played,
or On the other hand, all the moves a that played together with b leave U have a
label strictly greater than ^(6), since there is an edge from 6 to all these moves. Hence, the
one-round probability of leaving U will be proportionalat most to Since this
reasoning can be repeated forall the moves ofplayer 2 at s, the ratio between the one round
probabilities of leaving C and of leaving U diverges as e -»• 0, and (15) holds (n, rigorous
proof is presented in Section 5.3).

Conversely, assume that that s is not declared limit-escape. This implies that some of
the moves of player 2 at s have not been labeled. Toseethat in this case(12) does not hold,
suppose that player 2 plays the unlabeled moves in r2(s) uniformly at random. For each
move a € ri(5) of player 1, there are two cases, depending on whether a has been labeled
or not:

• If a has been labeled, then playing a will keep the game in C: in fact, if a move b of
player 2 leads outside of C when played with a, then (a, 6) € jEi, so that b is labeled
and hence not played. Thus, (12) will not hold.

• If a has not been labeled, then there must be an unlabeled move b € r2(s) with an
edge from a to 6 (or else a would have been labeled). Since 6is played with constant
probability, the one-round probability of leaving U is proportional to the probability
of playing a; and of course the one-round probability of leaving C is either 0, or
proportional to the probability of playing a. In either case, we see that the ratio
between the probability of leaving C and that of leaving U cannot diverge, so that
(12) will again not hold.

The correctness of the algorithm then implies that of the lemma.
As we remarked earlier, the method (9) for the determination of safe-escape states is

equivalent to executing only the first round of Algorithm 4, and checking whether Bo =
12(5). Executing only the first round corresponds to computing only Ao and Bq, and using
only the label 0. This equivalence is not a coincidence. For safe escape, player 1 must
keep the probability of risk equal to 0. Thus, playing moves in ri(s) with probability that
tends to 0 is not useful to player 1: either a move incurs no risk, and it can be played at
will, or it incurs some risk, and it cannot be played at all. Hence, to establish whether a
state is safe-escape, player 1 does not need to consider distributions that play moves with
probability e* with i > 0 as £ ->• 0, and only the exponent 0 for e must be considered.

3.4.4 Computing Limit-Sure Reachability States

Given two subsets of states W, U with VF C t/, we denote by Lim-safe{W, U) the largest
subset V CW that does not contain any limit-escape state with respect to V and U. This
set can be computed with the following algorithm.
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Algorithm 5
Input: Game structure <?, and two sets W CU C S of states.

Output: Lim'Safe{W, U)C S.

Initialization: Let Vq = W.
Repeat For k>0, let Vk+i = {s € Vfc | s not limit-escape w.r.t. Vk and U].
Until Vk+i = Vk.
Return: Vk.

As mentionedabove, the set Limit{R) satisfies the fixed-point characterization givenby the
following theorem.

Theorem 10 Limit{R) is equal to the largest subset U C S such that

Safe^iU, Fi, Fz) = U Lim-safe{U \ 12, t/) = 0 . (16)

The set Limit(R) can be computed using the following algorithm, obtained from Algorithm 3
by replacing safe escape with limit escape in the computation of the sets Cjk, for fc > 0.

Algorithm 6
Input: Reachability game Q = {G^R).
Output: Limit-sure-reachability set Almost{R).

Initialization: Let t/g = 5, 70 = Fi.
Repeat For A; > 0, let

Ck = Lim-safe(Uk \ R-, Uk),

Uk+i = Safe,(Uk\Ck,TuT2).

Until Uk+i = Uk.
Return: Uk.

For example, in the game hide-or-run Algorithm 6 computes Co = {5wet}» Ui =
{Shide,5safe,5home}, Ci = 0, and finally, Limit(R) = U2 = Ui = {sjiidej W^Shome}, in
agreement with our previous analysis of the game.

Theorem 11 For every reachability game with target set R:

1. Algorithm 6 computes set Limit{R). The algorithm can be implemented to run in time
quadratic in the size of the game.

2. Player 1 has a family of memoryless winning strategies for limit-sure reachability.
These winning strategies cannot in general be deterministic.

3. Player 2 has a memoryless spoiling strategy for limit-sure reachability. This spoiling
strategy cannot in general be deterministic.
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Result 1 is proved through a detailed analysis of Algorithms 4, 5, and 6. In particular, to
obtain a version of the algorithm that runs in quadratic time it is necessary to optinaize
the implementation of Algorithm 5. The optimized version is given as Algorithm 8 of
Section 5.3.

Results 2 and 3 are from [KS81]. However, while previous results were concerned only
with the existence of particidar types of winning and spoiling strategies [Eve57, KS81,
Sec97], our algorithms provide methods for the effective computation of such strategies.
These methods are presented in Theorems 15 and 16 of Section 5.3.

4 Randomized ATL

For the specification and verification of open systems, [AHK97] introduced the temporal
logic ATL. The logic ATL is interpreted over multi-player game structures, and includes
formulas of the form ((i4))'0, which asserts that a team A of players (called agents) have
a strategy to ensure that aU paths of the game satisfy the temporal property The
semantics of the logic ATL is defined with respect to sure reachability. For example, in a
two-player game structure, if (pji is a formula that is true exactly for all states in i2, then the
ATL formula ((Playerl))0^fl is true exactly in the sure-reachability states. The definition
of semantics of ATL formulas considers only deterministic strategies for player 1:^ from
Theorem 2(2), we see that this suffices for the analysis of sure reachability.

In this section, we introduce the logic randomized ATL (RATL). The logic RATL is
defined with respect to raudomized strategies, and distinguishes between three kinds of
satisfaction for path properties: sure satisfaction, almost-sure satisfaction, and limit-sure
satisfaction; correspondingly, the single quantifier {( )) of ATL is replaced by the three
quantifiers {())sure, (())almosu and (( ))iimU' The RATL formulas ({A))sure9 (resp. {{A))aimost^
or ({A))i/TOitV) asserts that the set A of agents have strategies to ensure that the spec
ification (p holds surely (resp. almost-surely or limit-surely). For example, the formula
((Playerl))will be true exactly in the almost-sure-reachability states.

4.1 Systems

Formulas of randomized ATL are interpreted over systems with multiple agents. A system
5 = (n, 5, Moves^ r,p, Q, L) consists of the following components:

• A number n > 0 of agents.

• A finite state space S.

• A finite set Moves of moves.

A move assignment r:5x{l,...,7i}H-f \ 0 that associates with each agent
i € {1,..., n} and each state s 6 S" the set r(s, i) C Moves of moves available to agent
i at s. Again, for technical convenience we assume that r(s,i) Dr(t, j) = 0 unless
i —j and s = t, for all € {1,...,n} and s^t ^ S.

^In ATL, the behavior of the second player is not defined using the notion of strategy.
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• A transition probability function pi S x Moves^ 7?(5), that associates with each
s 6 5 and each list of moves ai e r(3,1),... ,a„ € r(s, n) a probability distribution
p(s, fli,..., Cn) GT>{S) for the successor state.

• A finite set Q of propositions.

• A function i: 5 i-»- 2® that labels each state with the propositions that are true in
the state.

Thus, a system with n agents is a labeled n-player game structure: at every state 5 G5, each
agent i G{1,•.., n} chooses a move a,- Gr(s, i), and the gameproceeds to a successor state
chosen according to distribution p(5,ai,...,an)- Typically, the agents model,individual
processes or components or the environment of a reactive program, and the game structure
is deterministic.

The paths of S are defined in analogy to two-player game structures. A strategy tta
for a (possibly empty) set A= {ii,..., tit} C {1,...,n} of agents is a mapping 7r>i: 5"^
V{Moves^) such that 7ryi(o'5)(ai,.. .,0^) > 0 implies aj Gr(s,2j) for all 1 < j < k. Given a
set A ofagents, we denote by the set ofstrategies for A, and we let B = {1,..., n}\ A.

4.2 Randomized ATL Syntax and Semantics

Syntax. The temporal logic RATL is defined with respect to a set Q of propositions and
a set {1,..., n} of agents. A randomized ATL formula is one of the following:

• q, for propositions q € Q.

• -i<p or Vy>2, where yj, (pi and q>2 are randomized ATL formulas.

• {(^)>wiflOv? or or {(A))^in (fiU(p2, where A C {1,..., n} is a set of agents,
win e {sure, almost, limit} is a type of winning condition, and <p, (pi and (p2 are
randomized ATL formulas.

The operators (( ))win path quantifiers, and O ("next"), • ("always"), and U ("until")
are the usual temporal operators [Eme90, MP91].

Semantics. We interpret randomized ATL formulas over the states of a system S that
has the same sets of agents and propositions used to define the formulas.

The subformulas of randomized ATL of the form Ocp, Dv?, or (piU(p2 are called path
subformulas, and they are interpreted over the paths of S. For a path subformula tj}, we
denote by [^>1 the event consisting of all the paths that satisfy i). For path subformulas (p,
(pi, (p2, this event is defined using the standard semantics of the temporal operators:

• So, si, 52,... G [Oyj] iff Si 1= (p.

• So, 5i, 52,... G py] iff Si 1= v? for all i > 0.

• 5o,5i,52,... G \(pili(p2\ iff there is A: > 0 such that Sk |= (p2 and 5,- |= (pi for all
0 < i < A:.
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It is not difficult to show that |^] is measurable for any path subformula V't under any
strategies [Var85].

Subformulas of randomized ATL that have the form p, -up, <pi V v?2» or are
called state subformulas^ and they are interpreted over the states of S. For a state sub-
formula (p, we write s |= to indicate that the state s satisfies (p. For q £ Q, for state
subformulas (p, (pi, v?2» a^id for path subformulas if), we define:

• s [= 9 iff 9 € L(s).

• s ^ -*ip s <p.

• s 1= y>i Av'z iff 5 1= ¥'1 Slid s 1= (p2.

• 5 1= ((A))sure'0 iff there exists ita ^ such that for all ttb G 11jg we have
Paths^S^TTAiT^B) Q M-

• s 1= {{A))aimost'̂ iff there exists tta € Ilyi such that for all ttb € Hs we have
Prj^.^B([^]) = 1.

• s\= {{A))umitfp iff sup inf PrJ^'''^([V'I) = 1-
iTAeUA

From these definitions, we see that the logic ATL corresponds to the fragment of randomized
ATL that includes only the path quantifier ({A))sure-

From the classification of winning states in Section 2, it follows that s |= {{A))sure
implies s |= ({A»ajinost which in turn implies s |= ((A»]in«t^; the reverse implications do
not necessarily hold. Interestingly, the implicationscan be strict only for path subformulas ^
of the form (pUip, which specify liveness properties (such as reaching a target J?, trueUipR).
By contrast, for path subformulas of the form 0(p and •(p, which specify safety properties,
the three winning conditions are equivalent, as stated by the following theorem.

Theorem 12 Consider a path formula tp of the form Op or Dp. Then, for every state s
of a system S, we have s [= {{A))surefp Iff {{A))ejmostfp 5 (= {{A))umitfp-

4,3 Model Checking for Randomized ATL

The model-checking problem for randomized ATL asks, given a system S and a randomized
ATL formula p, for the set of states of S that satisfy p. A model-checking algorithm for
randomized ATL can proceed bottom-up on the state subformulas of p, as in CTL and
ATL model checking [CE81, QS81, AHK97]. There are two cases of state subformulas that
have no equivalent expression in ATL: {{A))almost^il^fP2 and {(A))iiautP>ilfp>2' In order to
check these subformulas, we first construct a two-player game structure, in which player 1
corresponds to the set A of agents, and player 2 corresponds to the set B. We define the
target set R to be the set = {s € 5 | s [= P2} consisting of the states that satisfy
the eventuality p2. If this set is not absorbing, as required by the reachability algorithms,
then the game structureshould be locally modified to make R absorbing. Then, we modify
Algorithms 3 and 6, substituting the ordinary computation of set Co with

Co = Safe2(S\R,Ti,T2) U{s € 5 | s V(^>2} • (17)
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Intuitively, while in the OR reachability game player 1 only has to avoid states in which
player 2 can keep him away from the target set J?, in the ipi lA v>2 game player 1 also has to
avoid states that satisfy neither nor The following theorem and coroUary summarize
the relevant results on the model checking of randomized ATL specifications.

Theorem 13 The model-checking problem for randomized ATL specifications can be
solved by combining the algorithms of [AHK97] for {{ ))sure the modification (17) of
Algorithms 3 and 6 for {( ))almost and (( ))umif

Corollary 2 The model checking problem can be solved in time quadratic in the size of
the system.

5 Proofs of the Results

In this section we provide the correctness proofs of the algorithms for the computation of
the sets 5tire(/2), Almost(R)^ and Limit(R)^ as well cls the proofs of the theorems presented
in the previous sections. While proving the correctness of the algorithms, we also describe
how to construct the winning and spoiling strategies for the various types of reachability.
To simplify the notation, given a subset U C S of states, we denote by i7 = S \ U its
complement with respect to S.

5.1 Sure Reachability

Proof of Theorems 1, 2 and 5. Assume that Algorithm 2 terminates at iteration m,
and let Uq, ...^Um be the sets of states computed during the execution of the algorithm.

Define h : Um\R^ K^) = niin{j € {1, •.m} 1s € Uj} for each s e Um\Ri
and let ttJ", be the winning and spoiling strategies described in Theorem 5.

For s eUmyconsider any ir2 € 112 and any path s = sq,5i,S2,... € Paths(s, 7r2), with
So = s. From the definition of ttJ, it is immediate to see that for all j > 0, if Sj GUm \ R
then Sj+i G Um and either sj+i G R, or h(sj) > h(sj+i). This shows that s G (OR)-
Theorem 2(2,4) and Theorem 5(1) follow from this analysis.

In the other direction, if s ^ Um^ then for all c G ri(s) there is 6 G r2(5) such that
^(s,a,6) 2 Um- Hence, for all s ^ Um and all strategies tti G Hi there is a path s G
Paths{s,iri,T2) such that s ^ (OUm), and therefore s 2 (OR)- This proves Theorem 5(2),
and together with the above argument, also Theorem 2(1). The correctness of Algorithm 2
also leads to the fixed-point characterization expressed by Theorem 1.

To see that player2 may not have a deterministic spoiling strategy, it suffices to consider
state tthrow of the left-or-right game. Clearly, tthrow ^ Sure{R); yet, given any deter
ministic strategy 7r2 for player 2, we can construct a deterministic strategy tti for player 1
so that the target t^it is reached surely in one round. This proves Theorem 2(4). I

Proof of Theorem 3. Consider a deterministic reachability game. For the first part of
the theorem, assume there is a memoryless deterministic winning strategy ttJ for almost-sure
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reachability. From the point of view of player 2, the game under strategy ttJ is equivalent
to a directed graph (5, E) with set of edges

E = {(s, t)\3be r2(5). t € ^(5, tts,b),

where a, € ri(s) is the single move such that 7rJ'(s)(as) = 1. Consider an arbitrary state s;
there are two cases:

• If there is an infinite path in (S^E) that originates from s and never enters R, then
player 2 has a (memoryless deterministic) strategy 1^2 to ensure that this path is

IT* It
followed. Hence, Pr,^' '{OR) = 0. Since TrJ is a winning strategy for almost-sure
reachability, s ^ Almost{R)^ and s ^ Sure{R).

• If all infinite paths in (5, £?) that originate from s eventually reach i2, then all the
paths originating from s of length greater than |5| have a state in R. Using this fact,
it is not difficult to prove by comparison with Algorithm 2 that 5 G 5«re(JE), and
hence s G Almost{R).

These two cases together prove Sure{R) = Almost{R).
For the second part of the theorem, note that there is only a finite number of memoryless

deterministic strategies. Hence, there must be at least one of the winning strategies for limit-
sure reachability that is also a winning strategy for almost-sure reachability. The result then
follows from the first part of the theorem. I

Proof of Theorem 4. Assume that the reachability game is deterministic and turn-
based, and let m > 0 and Uo,..., f/m be as in the previous proof. Consider s ^ Um' There
are two cases, depending on which player's turn it is at s. If it is player I's turn, i.e. if
|r2(5)| = 1, then it must be ^(s,a, 6) n Um = 0 for all o Gri(s) and for the single 6 Gr2(5),
or else s would be included in Um+i and the algorithm would not terminate at iteration m.
Similarly, if it is player 2's turn, i.e. if iri(s)| = 1, then there must be at least one b Gr2(5)
such that ^(s,a,6)n Um = 0, for the single a Gri(s). In both cases, there is 6 Gr2(s) such
that 6(s,a,6) D Um = 0 for all a G ri(s), and this leads immediately to the existence of a
memoryless deterministic spoiling strategy ir2 for player 2 having the properties stated in
the theorem. I

5.2 Almost'Sure Reachability

Before proving the correctness of Algorithm 3, we need the following technical lemma.

Lemma 2 Let 71,72 : S \ 0 ire two non-empty move sub-assignments for
players 1 and 2. Let 1^2 € n2 be the memoryless strategy for player 2 that chooses at every
state s £ S a move from 72(5) uniformly at random. Denote also with Hi(71) C Hi the set
of strategies for player 1 that at each s G 5 choose only moves from 71(5). For any U C S,
let V = 5a/ei(/7,7i,72). The following statements hold:
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1. There is q> Qsuch that for all s £ U \ V and all strategies tti GHi(71) for player 1,
we have

XkiU)>q.
1=0

2, = 0, then = 1 for all s €U and all tti 6 ni(7i).

Similar statements hold if the roles of player 1 and player 2 are exchanged.

Proof. Under strategy 7r2, the game from the point of view of player 1 is a Markov
decision process [Der70]. The first statement can be proved by induction on the number
of the iteration at which s has been removed from U during the execution of Algorithm 1.
The second result follows by noting that the probability that a path from s € U has not left
U in the first i rounds is no greater than (1 — and by taking the limit for i —» 00.
I

Next, we describe how to construct spoiling strategies for limit-sure reachability. The
construction is slightly involved, since these strategies cannot be finite-memory, as stated
by Theorem 7(3b).

Theorem 14 Assume that Algorithm 3 terminates at iteration m, and let Uo, •••, Um o.nd
71, ,7„j he the sequences of sets and move sub-assignments computed by the algorithm.
Let 9o>9i>92i ••• be an infinite sequence of real numbers such that 0 < qj < 1 for all j > 0,
and Such a sequence can be constructed by taking qi = for i > 0.
Construct the counting strategy ttJ for player 2 as follows:

1. At s e Ci, forO <i <m (note that Cm = Safe2{Um \ R,im,T2) = 0^, strategy tt^
plays according to the number I of rounds played since the start of the game. At round
I, ttJ plays as follows:

(a) with probability qi, strategy plays uniformly at random a move from
Stay2(Ci,^i, r2)(5);

(b) with probability 1—qi, strategy plays uniformly at random a move from r2(5).

2. At s £ S\ UEo^ strategy tt^ plays uniformly at random a move from r2(5).

Then, ttJ is a spoiling strategyfor almost-sure reachability.

Proof of Theorem 7(1,2,3a), Theorem 9, and Theorem 14. Assume that the algo
rithm terminates at iteration m, and let Uq, . ..yUm and 71,.. .,7m be the sequences of sets
and move sub-assignments computed by the algorithm. Let TrJ" be the memoryless strategy
for player 1 described in Theorem 9, and let ttj be the counting spoiling strategy described
in Theorem 14. Let also qo,9i,92»- •• be the sequence of probabilities used to construct ttj
in Theorem 14.

First, we prove that Um Q Almost{R). Since the algorithm terminates at iteration m,
we have Safe2(Um \ -R,7m,r2) = 0. Hence, by the second part of Lemma 2, for s e Um
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and all 7r2 € 112 we have PrJ^(o(I7m UR)) = 1. Note that, under strategy ttJ, once the
game is in Um it will never leave Um» regardless of the strategy used by player 2. Hence,
we conclude that PrJ '̂'̂ 2(Oi2) = 1 for aU s € C^m and 1^2 Gn2, as was to be proved.

To prove that Almost(R) C we prove by complete induction on i, for 0 < i < m,
that if s € Ui \ 27,+1 then for all tti € Hi we have

Tt?'''̂ (OR) < 1.
Consider an arbitrary strategy tti for player 1. For each 0 < t < m there are two cases,
depending whether s GC,- or s € Ui \ {CiU Ui+i).

• If s € Cf, then let

k

Ai ={to,ti,t2,...€ ft 3A: >0. [/\ €C,- ASupp(7ri(<o,ti,♦ ..tib)) 27«fe)]}
j=o

be the event of player 1 playing with non-zero probability a move selected outside of
7,- while still in C,-.

Assume first Prr''^^(A,) > 0. Then, there is a finite sequence a : s = to,of
states of Ci such that:

If

(/^ Xj =tj) >0, Supp(7ri(<T)) %jiHk) .
i=o

By definition of 7,-, if player 2 plays according to ttj and player 1 at fjt € C,- C 27,-
plays move a ^ 7,(<jk), the game leaves Ui with positive probability, since tt^ chooses
each movein r2(2jb) with positive probability. Hence, a behavior from s has a positive
probability of leaving Ui, and the induction hypothesis leads to the desired result.

If Prs*'''̂ (A,) = 0, let (nC,) = {to,ti,t2,"- | Vfc . tfc € C,} be the event of being
TT TT*

confined to Ci. Since Pr^^' ^(A,) = 0, as long as the game is in Ci player 1 never
chooses a move outside of 7,-. Hence, by definition of 7,, we have

Prr-'HoCi) >Pr:"''5(vfc.Supp()r;(Xo Xk)) CStay,(Ci,'tuTiKXk)) =i ,
where the last equality is a consequence of the definition of ttj. This indicates that if

TT IT*Prs^* ^(A,) = 0, then a path from s is confined forever in Ci with positive probability,
which leads immediately to the desired result.

• If s € 27,- \ (C7,+i UC,), then strategy ttj in Ui \ (Ui+i UCi) plays uniformly at random
from the sub-assignment r2. Since

Ui+i = Safe^iUi \ Ci,'yi,T2) = Safe^iUi \ Ci,Vi,T2)

by Lemma 2 we have for all tti € Hi that

Prr"'=(o(C,uF,)) >0.
The induction hypothesis, jointly with the analysis of the previous case, leads then to
the result.
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The above arguments prove Theorem 9 and Theorem 14, and thus also Theo
rem 7(2a,3a). The lack of memoryless deterministic winning strategies (Theorem 7(2b))
is witnessed by the behavior of game left-or-right from state tthrow Theorem 7(1) also
follows from the above arguments, and from an analysis of Algorithm 3. I

Proof of Theorem 7(4). Consider again the winning strategy ttJ for player 1 described
in Theorem 5,andlet K = |i4/mos<(il)|. Under strategy tt^ thesetAlmost{R)^ once entered,
is never left, regardless ofthe strategy chosen by player 2. By Lemma 2, there is q > 0 such
that for all s € Almost(R) and all 7r2 C Ila we have

Prl''"'(V^jkGjR)>g.
k=0

Hence, from any s, the probability that the timeto R is greater than n is at most (1—
and by standard arguments this yields the first part of Theorem 7(4). To prove the second
part of Theorem 7(4), note that if the time from 5 to J? is bounded, then by definition
there is a strategy tti 6 Hi such that Paths{s, wi,W2) C (OR) for all 7r2 € 112, s-nd hence
s € Sure{R). I

Theorem 6 follows as a direct corollary of these results.

Proof of Theorem 6. Let U* be the largest set satisfying conditions (4). Assume that
Algorithm 3 terminates at iteration m with output Um' To prove that U* C Almost{R) we
can repeat the argument used to show that Um C Almost{R) in the proof of Theorem 7.
Since Um also satisfies (4), we also have Almost{R) = Um Q U*^ and this concludes the
proof. I

It is interesting to note that, while we can prove the containment U* C Almost{R)
without reference to Algorithm 3, we have only been able to prove the reverse containment
Almost{R) C U* by analyzing Algorithm 3.

To prove Theorem 7(3b), we first restate more precisely the definition of finite-memory
strategy. We say that a strategy tt is finite-memory if there is a deterministic automaton
(QiViQin) with set of states Q, transition function t) :Q x S y-* Q, and initial state g,„ € Q,
and a mapping tt' : Q x S ^ V^Moves) such that for all cr € i?* we have

7r(as) = TrXrj*(qin,(^),s),

where q* : Q x S* Q is the multi-step transition relation of the automaton, defined as
usual.

Proof of Theorem 7(3b). Consider the game hide-OR-RUN, and a finite memory
strategy 7r2 € 1X2 based on the deterministic automaton (Q,7?,9m) and on the mapping
7r2 : 5 X Q »-»• V{Moves). Define the strategy tti e Hi for player 1 by

m(<rsM,.)(hide) =I ' >0
L0 otherwise

7ri(CTSh,de)(run) = 1 - Tri{(TSbide){hide)
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for all a € S*. At states other than Shido the strategy is trivial, since it must always
choose the only available move. Note that tti is a finite-memory strategy based on the
same automaton as 7r2, so that there is a mapping ir'i : S x Q T>(Moves) such that
iri(as) = 7rJ(s, jy*(g,„,<r5)) for all € S* and final states s € 5.

We want toshow that PrJ^.j^(0{5iioine}) = 1. By definition of tti, the game when started
from Sbide never reaches Moreover, once tti and 1^2 are fixed, the game corresponds to
a Markov chain with set of states S x Q and transition probabilities

9') I «)) = Z) S «)(") ?)(*)
o€ri(») 6€r2(a)

for all 5,5' € 5 and q^q' € Q- When the automaton is presented with the infinite input
Shide '̂, it will produce the infinite state sequence

Qin»?!) •••)9A:) (9fc+l i 9^+2 >•••>Qk+m ) j

for some m > 0. Whether the game reaches Sbome^ or whether it remains forever confined
to 5jijde» clearly depends on the behavior of the Markov chain on the set of states

^{^hide? Qk+1)» (^hidei 9k+2)i •••>(^iiidej 9fc+m)^ •
By construction of tti, this set of states is not a closed recurrent class. Hence, the game is
confined to Sbide with probability 0, and reaches Sbome with probability 1. This concludes
the argument. I

The results on almost-sure reachability for turn-based games can be proved as follows.

Proof of Theorem 8. Suppose that the game is turn-based, assume that Algorithm 3
terminates at iteration m, and let tfo? •• •> ^-nd 71,.. .,7m be the sequences of sets and
move sub-assignments computed by the algorithm.

First, weprove that player 1 has a memorylessdeterministic winning strategy for almost-
sure reachability by constructing a memoryless deterministic strategy tt* for player 1 as
follows. At s G Urn \Jif strategy tt* plays deterministicaUy one of the moves that caused
the elimination of s from Safe2iUm \ R,'ym,T^2) = 0 during the execution of Algorithm 1.
At s € RuTlmt strategy tt* is defined arbitrarily. Define the move sub-assignment $
corresponding to tt* by d(s) = Supp(7r*(s)) for all 5 € S. By construction of ttJ, we see that
Safe2{Um \ Ri r2) = 0- Hence, by the second part of Lemma 2, for all s € \ -R and all
7r2 € n2 we have

Pr:^'''(o(ieuFm)) = i.

From this, and fromthe fact that 0 C 7m = 5<ayi(t^m, Pi, r2), weconclude = 1
for all s 6 /7m \ -R and all 7r2 € n2. This indicates that tt* is a winning strategy for almost-
sure reachability.

To show the existence of a memoryless deterministic spoiling strategy for almost-sure
reachability, we construct the memoryless deterministic strategy ttj for player 2 as follows:
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• At 5 GCi, for 0 < I < m (note that Cm = Safe2{Um \ R,lmi^2) = 0)j strategy ttJ
plays a moveselected arbitrarily from 5tay2(C't»7i>r2)(s).

• At s e U{\ (Ui+i UCi)y for all 0 < t < m, strategy ttJ plays deterministically one
of the moves that caused the elimination of s from Safei{Ui \ Ci,7t,r2) during the
execution of Algorithm 1.

• At 5 6 17m» strategy ttJ is defined arbitrarily.

Proceeding as in the proof of Theorem 7(3a), we can prove that Pra '̂'̂ '(<>i2) < 1 for all
s ^ Um and aH tti € Hi. The argument is again an induction by cases, with the same
inductive hypothesis used in the proof ofTheorem 7(3a). The case for s € 17,* \ UCi),
for 0 < I < m, can be proved essentially in the same way.

If s G Ciy for 0 < i < m, we reason as follows. If player 1 plays a move in 7t(s),
then the game will remain in C,-. If player 1 plays a move not in 7i(s), then it must be
player I's turn to move, i.e. |r2(s)| = 1. By definition of 7,-, we know that the game leaves
Ui with non-zero probability. Jointly, these considerations prove that ttJ is a memoryless
deterministic spoiling strategy for almost-sure reachability.

FinaUy, the fact that Almost{R) = Limit{R) is a direct consequence of the existence of
memoryless spoiling strategies. In fact, from the point of view of player 1, the game under
strategy ttJ is equivalent to a Markov decision process. Hence, if player 2 uses strategy ttJ,
there is a (memoryless) strategy ttJ for player 1 that maximizes the probability of reaching
R from every state [Der70, Ber95]. Therefore, for every s E S \ Almost^R), there is gs < 1
such that ^ ^ ^

max Prr''''(OiJ) = Pr '̂''2(Oi2) = qs •

This yields directly that Almost{K) = Limit{R)y together with the fact that strategies ttJ
and ttJ are winning and spoiling also for limit-sure reachability. I

5.3 Limit-Sure Reachability

In order to prove Theorem 11, we must first show that Algorithm 4 correctly determines
whether a state is a limit-escape state. In fact, we provide a stronger characterization of
limit-escape states than that provided by (12). The proof proceeds in two parts: first,
we prove that if lim-esc^SyCyU) = Yes, then s satisfies (12); next, we show that if
lim-esc[Sy CyU) —No, then the ratio in (12) is bounded away from infinity. While proving
these results, we also define some distributions that are useful in the construction of the
winning and spoiling strategies.

In these arguments, we are often interested in the behavior of parameterized strategies,
for the value of the parameter close to 0. To simplify the notation, we call we call a
right neighborhood of 0 an interval [0,d] for some d > 0. We indicate by ^ a generic
right neighborhood of 0, and by 3 the set of all right neighborhoods of 0. Let also M =
max{|ri(s)l 1i G{1,2} A5 G5} be the maximum number of moves available to a player
at any state. For each a G Movesy denote also by the distribution that selects move a
deterministically: these distributions are called singular distributions.
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Given s, C, and U such that lim-esc(s, C, U) = Yes and 0 < £ < l/(2Af), we construct
a distribution evasion{Sj C, i7)[£] € I>(ri(5)) that enables the limit-escape from s as £ —» 0.
Let k be the number of iterations required for the call /im-esc(s, C^U) to terminate, and
let Ao, and .,.,Bkhe the sets of moves computed during the iterative execution
of the algorithm. All moves in ri(s) are labeled, since /im-c£c(s,C, 17) = Yes: define
i(a) = min{j \ a^ Aj) for each a € ri(s). For all a 6 ri(s), we define evasion byI£^(°) if^(a)>0;

y\ £'(«A otherwise.
iriw\Aiv ^

The following lemma uses the above distribution to prove that Algorithm 4 answers Yes
only for limit-escape states. The lemma provides a stronger characterization of limit-escape
states than that provided by (12), whichfollows as a corollary. The stronger characterization
is used to prove Theorem 11.

Lemma 3 Assume that lim-esc{s,CyU) = Yes, and let ^i[£] = evasion(s,C^U)[e], for
0 < £ < 1/(2M). Then, there are constants a,/? > 0 and a right neighborhood^ of 0 such
that for every distribution ^2 € I>(r2(5)) there isQ < i < M such that

> ae', (18)

P(«,6W.f2)(F)</9£'+> (19)

for alto < £ < 1/(2M).

Proof. Let k be the number of iterations required for Algorithm 4 to terminate, let Ei, E2
be as computed in the initialization step of the algorithm, and let Aq, ..., and Bq, "^^Bk
be the sets of moves computed during the iteration. Since the algorithm terminates with
an affirmative answer, we have ri(s) = Ak and r2(s) = Bk' To establish the result, note
that every distribution ^2 € I>(r2(s)) can be written as the convex combination of singular
distributions:

^2= ^2(6) .

We first prove that the lemma holds for these singular distributions. Consider any move
b G r2(s). Since 6 has been labeled, there is at least one a € ri(s) with (a, 6) € Ei
and £(a) = £{b). Since (a, 6) € Ei, when both a and b are played the game leaves C
with probability p(s,a,6)(C). Move a is played with one-round probability £^^®) = if
£(a) > 0, and with probability at least 1/(2M) if £(a) = 0. Taking

OCb~
|p(s,a,i)(C),6)(C) otherwise

and noting that aj, > 0, for all 0 < £ < 1/(2M) we have
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Next, we consider the possibility of leaving U when move b is played. For a G ri(s),
if ^(5,0,6) 2 U, then (6,a) € E2, which implies i{a) > £(6), so that ^i[£](a) <
Summing over all moves in ri(s), for all 0 < £ < 1/(2M) we obtain

Let a = min{o!6 | b Gr2(5)}/2, /? = 2M and, for each ^2 € 2>(r2(5)), let i = min{^(6) |
> 0}' The inequalities (18) and (19) follow by noting that

p(«,«iW,6)(^) = E 6(i')p(^.€iM,?')(C) > a£''
b€r2(s)

p(^«i[e],f2)(F) = £ 42(i)p(«,€i[f],f')(t/) <
ber^is)

for £ in a sufficiently small right neighborhood of 0. I

Corollary 3 i/'h'm-esc(s,C, 17) = Yes, then (12) holds.

Proof. Assume that lim'esc{s,CiU) = Yes, and let ^i[£] = €t;asion(5,C,!/)[£], for 0 <
£ < 1/(2M). By Lemma 3, there is ac = q//9 > 0 and a right neighborhood ^ of 0 such that
for all ^2 € 2^(12(5)) and all £ G^ we have

P(^.^i[£].6)0 > K
P(s,i,[eU2W) - £ •

The result follows by taking the limit £ —»^ 0. I

Given s, C, and U such that lim-esc(SyC,U) = No, we construct a distribution
iTnprison{s,C,U^AiB) G X>(r2(5)) that enables player 2 to prevent a limit-escape from
state s. Let k be the number of iterations required for the lim-esc call to terminate, and
Bo, ••'fBk be the subsets of B moves computed during the call. For all 6 Gr2(5), define

if6Gr2(s)\Bjkimprison{s,C, U){b) = ^ |r2(5) \ Bk\
0 otherwise

Since lim-esc(s,C,U) = No implies Bk C B, the above is a well-defined distribution. The
following lemma is the counterpart of Lemma 3, and shows that if Algorithm 4 answers
negatively the limit-escape question, then indeed the ratio in (12) is bounded away from
infinity.

Lemma 4 Assume that lim-esc{SyC,U) = No, and let ^2 = imprison(s^C,U). Then,
there is k> 0 such that for all G 2)(ri(s)) we have

P(5,6,6)(t^) > ««5,6,6)(C).
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Proof. Let k be the number of iterations required for the call lim-esc(s, C,U) to terminate,
let E2 be as computed in the initialization step of the algorithm, and let >to,.. .,.4ib
and So,.. .jiBifc be the sets of moves computed during the iteration.

Consider a move a 6 ri(s) that has been labeled (i.e. a € Ak)- For any b e 12(5), if
^(5,0,6) ^ C, then there is (a,6) € Si, and b has been labeled by the algorithm. Since ^2
does not play any move that has been labeled, we have p(5,^®,^2)(^) = O* Hence, for a
general distribution ^1 € X>(ri(5)), we have

P(4,«l,«2)(^)< E (20)
a^Ak

Conversely, consider a move a £ ri(5) that has not been labeled. There must be an
unlabeled 6 € r2(s) with (6, a) 6 S2. This b is played with probability at least 1/M,
and by definition of E2 we have ^(s,a,6) g U. Thus, for aa = > 0, we
have > ccajM. Hence, for a general distribution € 2>(ri(s)), letting
a = min{ao | a ^ Ak}-, we have

Ks,ii,i2)(U)>^Y,ii(a). (21)
a^Ak

The result then follows from (20) and (21) by taking k = ajM. I

From Lemmas 3 and 4, we obtain as a corollary the proof of Lemma 1.

Proof of Lemma 1. If Algorithm 5 terminates at iteration then Ak=^ A and Bk = S,
where Ak-, Bk are the sets of moves computed by Algorithm 5, and A^ B are the fixed-points
mentioned by Lemma 1. The lemma is then an immediate consequence of Lemmas 3 and 4.

In the following, we consider a slightly modified version of Algorithm 5, which removes
the limit-escape states one at a time. The modified algorithm is given below.

Algorithm 7
Input: Game structure G, two sets W C U C S of states.

Output: Lim-safe'(W, U) C S.

Initialization: Let Vq = W.

Repeat For A: > 0, let Lk = {s £Vk\s limit-escape w.r.t. Vk and 17}.
If Ljfc = 0, then let Vk+i = V*.
Otherwise, pick tk € Lk and let Vjt+i = F)k \ {tit}.

Until VJk+i = Vk.
Return: Vjb.

Clearly, £im-sa/e(VF, U) = Lim-safe'{W, U) for all ly C U C S, since both algorithms
compute the largest subset C C W that does not contain any limit-escape state w.r.t.
C and U. We use this modified algorithm to define winning and spoiling strategies for
limit-sure reachability.
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Theorem 15 Assume that Algorithm 6 terminates with output U. Clearly, Lim-safe'{U\
R,U) = 0; hence, we can write U\ R = {to,...,ik}, where to, tk are as selected by
Algorithm 7 at iterations 0, ..., k. Given 0 < £ < l/(2Af), define the memoryless strategy
ttJ[e] € Hi for player 1 by taking, for for 0 < t < A:,

= evasion{ti, {ti,tf+i, ..,,tk},U) , (22)

and define arbitrarily outside ofU\R. Then, {TrJlf] | 0 < £ < 1/(2M)} is a family of
winning strategies for limit-sure reachability.

Theorem 16 Assume that Algorithm 6 terminates at iteration m, and let Uq,. . .,Um
and Co,be the sets computed by the algorithm, with Cm = 0- Tet € 112 ^
memoryless strategy for player 2 defined as follows:

• At s e Ci, for 0 <i < m, we have = imprison(s,Ci, Ui)-

• At s '̂ 2 selects a move from r2(5) uniformly at random.

Then, ttj is a spoiling strategy for limit-sure reachability.

Proof of Theorems 10, 11(2,3), 15, 16. Assume that Algorithm 6 terminates at
iterationm, and let Uqi . ••, Um Co,..., Cm he the setscomputed by the algorithm, with
Cm = 0. Clearly, Lim-safe'(Um \ -R, Um) = hence, we can write Um\R = {^o, •••
where to, •••, are as selected by Algorithm 7.

First, we show Um C Limit{R). For 0 < £ < l/(2Af), let 7ri[£] be the strategy described
by Theorem 15. Our goal is to show that for all s € f/m,

Um inf = 1. (23)
e—^0•tr2^Tl2

Since strategy 7rJ'[£] is memoryless, the game from the point ofview ofplayer 2 isequivalent
to a Markov decision process. The results on Markov decision processes mentioned in
Section 2.4.1 ensure that there is a memoryless strategy 7r2[£] realizing the inf in (23).
Hence, we can replace inferseliz (^3), where is the set of memoryless
strategies for player 2. For all 0 < i < A;, define

/?"'[£] =^inf . (24)

The quantity Pf®'̂ [£] represents a lower bound on the probability of eventually leaving
. .,tib} and proceeding to Um \ {tiiU+h-•-ftk}- Since R = U\ {to,ti,.. .,tk}, we

can prove (23) by proving that lime_o = !• To prove the latter result, we show that
for every 0 < i < A; there is k,- > 0 such that, for £ in a right neighborhood of 0,

> 1 - . (25)

We prove (25) by induction on i, from i —k down to 0. As the base case is a simplified
version of the induction step, we concentrate on the latter. To simplify the notation, we let
Vi - {ti, ti+i,..., tk], for 0 < i < fc.
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SD t,.^.»>(i4.iil Ki) "Ct^m \ Vj )[(M+2)(*+i)]1 - Ki+i €

1

&

Figure 4: Worst-case transition probabilities for the escape from Vi = {ti} UVi+i to Um \ Vt-

We now consider the worst-case escape scenario from VJ, for 0 < i < k. By induction
hypothesis, the probabiDty of eventual escape from Vi+i to Um \ K'+i is at least

1- £[(W+2)'-^"1 .

In the worst case, these escapes lead to t,-, rather than to C/^m \ K* Denote by

= TrKti), ft = 7r2(<i)

the distributions used by players 1 and 2 at respectively. By Lemmas 3 and 4 there are
a,- > 0, /?,• < 00, and 0 < j < M such that

\ Vi) > (26)

m.dMS \ fm) < • (27)
The worst case is the one in which (26) and (27) hold with equality. Moreover, in the worst
case the remaining probability

1 - - /3, £l(>+i)('̂ +2)']
corresponds to transitions to VJ+i, rather than also back to U. The worst-case transition
probabilities out of Vi+i and U are summarized in Figure 4. Thus, as s 0 we can write

pexitrgi > V /
' ' ' - -_(l _Ki+I £[('̂ +2)<'+"]) (l - a,- £li(M+2)'l _ft £[(j+l)(M+2)<))

^.g[(i+l)(Af+2)']

a, eli(A^+2)'] + PisiO+iHM+m + o

a.- +O(£[(*'+2)"-^"1)
a.- +Pi £l('̂ +2)') +O(£p(W+2)'l^ •
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Finally, from the Taylor series expansion of the last fraction, for £ in a right neighborhood
of 0 we have

•fr"[el > 1- ,
which proves (25). This completes the proof of Um ^ Limit{R).

The proof of Limit{R) C Um. follows the general lines of the proof of Theorem 7. For
all s € 5, let

Fa„p(s) = sup ?Ta '̂̂ ^{OR)
iri&li

where ttJ is the strategy described in Theorem 16. We prove that, for 0 < i < m, if
s € Ui\ Ui^i then Paup{s) < 1. The proof proceeds by complete induction on t, for
0 < i < m. Again, for each 0 < t < m there are two cases, depending whether s € Ci or
seUi\(CiUUi+,).

• s € Ci' At all t GC,-, strategy ttJ plays with distribution iinprison{t,Cit Ui). Foreach
t € Ci, let /Cf > 0be the constant given for t byLemma 4, andlet « = min{Kf 11 6 Ci}.
As a consequence of Lemma 4,

Prr"''̂ '(OFi) > KPrr"'''(OC.).

Let q= inax{Pjap(t) 11 e Vi). Denoting by r = PrI''''̂ (OCi), we have

Prr^'MOP) < r(l-K(l-9)) < l-/c(l-9).

Since k > 0 and } < 1, we have 1 —k(1 —g) < 1 and Ps„p(s) < 1 —k(1 —?), which
gives us the desired bound.

• s € Ui\ {Ci U Ui+i). Note that in Ui \ (C,- UUi+i) strategy ttj plays uniformly at
random moves from r2. Hence, the result follows easily by Lemma 2, and by the
induction hypothesis.

The above results prove immediately Theorems 15 and 16 on the winning and spoiling
strategies, and hence also Theorem 11(2,3). Theorem 10 follows easily from an analysis of
Algorithm 6. I

Proof of Theorem 11(1). The correctness of Algorithm 6 is a consequence of the pre
vious arguments. To prove the result about the running time of Algorithm 6, it suffices to
show that for each A; > 0, the set Ck = Lim-safe{Uk \ R^Uk) can be computed in linear
time. In fact, for each A: > 0 the set Uk+i = Safei{Uk \ CkiTi,T2) can also be computed
in linear time [AHK97], and the algorithm terminates after a numberof iterations bounded
by the size of the state space. From the remarks of Section 3.4.3, with small modifications,
the argument also shows that the sets Cjt of Algorithm 3 can be computed in linear time,
for A: > 0.

To show that the set Ck = Lim'Safe{Uk \ Ry Uk) can be computed in linear time, we
examine in more detail the process of eliminating limit-escape states from Uk \ R. Algo
rithm 5 is not a very efficient way of computing Cfc, since it may invoke the limit-escape
test more than once for each state. To obtain a more efficient algorithm, we rely on the
following observations.
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• To compute we initially set V := Uk\ R, and we progressively remove from V the
states that are limit-escape w.r.t. V and Uk- Consider a state s € F, with its related
bipartite graph (ri(5),r2(5), jEi(5),£?2(5))> where

Ei(s) ={(a, 6) €ri(«) XT2(s) IS(s, a, b)%v}, (28)
£2(s) ={(6,a)6rj(4)xri(«)|i(i,a,i)g£/t}. (29)

Suppose that state t 6 V \ {5} is eliminated from V, and let V' = V \ {t}. If Ei{s)
is defined similarly to (28) but with respect to V instead of V, we have Ei{s) C
jE?i(5). Hence, as we remove limit-escape states from F, the sets ofedges f?i(*) for the
remaining states in V increase monotonically.

• Given ri(s), r2(s) and the two sets of edges Ei(s) and E2{s)i let ^(5) and B(s)
be the sets of moves satisfying the fixed-point characterization given by Lemma 1.
Suppose that new edges are added to JE?i(s), yielding The new sets ^'(s) and
B^s) computed with respect to £^1(5) and £2(5) are such that >l(s) C ^'(s) and
B(s) C B'{s). Jointly with the previous observation, this indicates that as we remove
limit-escape states from V, the sets of labeled moves at the other states in V increase
monotonically.

These observations lead to the following algorithm for the computation of Ck =
Lim-safe(Uk \ R^ Uk)-

Algorithm 8
Input: Game structure G, and two sets ly C ?7 C 5 of states.

Output: Lim-safe"(W, U) C 5.

Initialization: Set V := W. For each s € F, construct the sets of edges

Ei(s) ;= {(a, 6) €ri(s) x12(5) | <(s, a, 6) g f},
£2(5) := {(6,a) €12(5) Xr,(s) |S{s,a,b) g £/},

and let A(s) and B(s) be the least subsets of ri(5), r2(5) respectively that
satisfy:

1. for all a € ri(s), if {b \ (6, a) € £2(5)} Q ^(s)^ then a € A(s);

2. for all 6 € r2(s), if there is a € A(s) with (a, 6) € £1(5), then 6 G£(s).

While there is t € V such that B(t) = r2(t) do:

1. Let V':=V\{i}.

2. For each s 6 V, let

£{(s) := £;i(s)u{(a,6) €ri(«)xr2(s) |S(s,a,b) CVM(s,a,b) gV'}.
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3. For each s 6 V, update the sets A{3) and iB(s) by labeling additional
moves, until the resulting sets and B'{s) are the least sets satis
fying Properties 1 and 2 above with respect to the sets ofedges Ei{s)
and £2(5).

4. Rename V := V, and for all 5 e V rename jE?i(s) := A(s) :=
A'(s), and B{s) :=

Return: V.

From the above considerations, it is not difficult to see that Lim-safe"{Uk \ -R, Uk) =
Lim-safe{Uk \ RtUk)- By introducing appropriate bookkeeping in Algorithm,8, we can
ensure that the changes in the sets ofedges and labeled moves are propagated gradually.
Specifically, whenever a state t is removed from V, the removal can be propagated (by
tracking backwards the combinations ofmoves that can lead to t), yielding the additional
edges described in Step 2 of the algorithm. In turn, the introduction of the new edges
can be used to trigger the propagation of move labelings in Step 3. Finally, once a state
t haus B{t) = r2(t), the state becomes a candidate for removal from V at some following
iteration. We can implement this propagation process so that no move, edge, or state has
to be considered more than once, leading to an algorithm with linear running time in the
size of the game. I

5.4 Randomized ATL

Proof of Theorem 12. Without loss of generality, consider a two-player game structure,
and assume that the set of agents is A = {1}; i.e., it consists of the first player. The case
for ip = 0(p can be proved by inspection. If ^ = •<^, let U = {s € 5 | s |= be the set of
states where (p holds. Clearly,

S1= ((l»sure°'̂ 5 € 5a/ei(?7,ri,r2) . (30)

By Lemma 2, the probability of staying forever in U (which corresponds to the probability
of satisfying OU) is bounded away from 1 for aU states oi U\ Safei{U^Ti^T2)- Hence, we
have also

^ 1= ({l))a/most°¥' iff ^ ^ Saf€i{U,Ti,T2) ,

^ 1= ({l))ijinit°<^ iffs^ Safei{U,Ti,T2)

which, by comparison with (30), completes the argument. •

Proof of Theorem 13. Again without loss of generality, consider a two-player game
structure, and a formula {{l))almost^i^^2 (the case for is analogous). To
justify modification (17), note that the set Co of (17) can be written as Co = CqU Cq,
where

Cq =Safe2{{s €5 Is v?2},ri,r2j
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is the set that would have been computed as Co by Algorithms 3 and 6 prior to their
modification, and

Co = {5 e 5 I5 Vv?2}

is the set of states that do not satisfy neither ^p\ nor the eventuality 972- Note also that,
while Cqn = 0, it can be Cg H ^ 0.

First, consider a winning state 5 G Almost(R)^ and let iti be a winning strategy tti for
player 1. Under strategy tti, we have for all ;r2 € 1X2:

= 1, PrJ '̂̂ ^^^CoCo) = 0

where the second equality is a consequence of the structure of Algorithm 3 and of Theorem 9.
In turn, these two equalities imply that the eventuality <p2 wUl be satisfied with probability 1,
and that (pi wiU hold at all times prior to the satisfaction of ^>25 regardless of the strategy
used by player 2. Hence, we conclude s |= {{l))almosi^i '̂P2'

Consider then a state s ^ Almost{R). By repeating the arguments used in the proof
of Theorem 7(1), we can prove that player 2 has a spoiling strategy ^2 such that, for all
^1 € Hi,

1 - + PrJ''"'(OCo) > 0 .

If PrJ"''^(Ofi) < 1, then PC-'^dviMva]) < 1. If = 1, then it must be

PtJ""(OCo) = PrJ'''"(OCj') > 0 ,

implying that with positive probability <pi becomes false before <p2 becomes true. Also in
this case, we have Pr3'̂ ''̂ ^(|(/7iWy72l) < 1- Hence, we conclude s ^ ((l))aJmost¥'i Wv?2' •

Proof of Corollary 2. The corollary is an immediate consequence of Theorem 13, along
with Theorems 7(1) and 11(1) on the complexity of computing the sets of almost-sure and
limit-sure reachability states. I
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